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Study on N.B.C Field Hospital from Passive
Defense Perspective

M. Asgari1

M. Mirzaei2

S. Savadkouhifar2

What has been done in this study is preparing and editing procedures, implications and
considerations to design NBC field hospitals both mobile and fixed ones from passive defense
perspective. The design and construction studies of these medical centers play an important role in
defensive support of a country's health and treatment domains in critical situations and a large
number of these treatment centers are considered as sensitive and important centers. Studying the
developmental trend of such centers during the Eight-Year Holy War and other wars shows that
these centers are directly and indirectly targeted by natural and man-made threats, both
conventional and unconventional ones. Therefore, editing procedures and considerations for
architectural design and site location of NBC field hospitals from passive defense perspective is
indispensable and is the aim of this study. The present study which is of applied and scientific type,
makes use of field library studies and questionnaires to gather data and the data analysis method
employs a descriptive analytical method. Here is the general trend of this study: after the study
design which consists of definition and objectives of the subject, subject history, questions and the
domain of the subject, the type and the study methods are expressed. Then using the questionnaires,
the determined criteria for the design of a safe field hospital are described. Afterwards, the results of
the questionnaires will be utilized to achieve the desired design. Subsequently, an analysis is
conducted and the general considerations of a field hospital will be discussed. Then the objectives
of passive defense regarding an NBC field hospital will also be described and the history of
establishing different field hospitals during the Holy War will follow and after discussing the
principles of architecture from passive defense perspective in designing safe locations, the elements
of safe field hospitals against unconventional threats will also be explained and in the end, applied
samples of a safe field hospital will be presented. We hope that this study can provide vast case and
subject approaches for subsequent future studies.
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